
# Category Description Reserve Country

5 B A selection of mint & used early QEII sets on 25 stock cards, including 

countries like Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bechuanaland, Br. Virgin Is. 

Dominica, Gilbert & Ellice, St. Kitts-Nevis, Seychelles, S. Leone, Swaziland 

and Uganda, condition fair to fine, Cat £1,700 (several dozens)

£250 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

6 A A valuable Commonwealth collection of mint & used from S-Z in large 

Burgundy stock book with mainly from QV to KGVI, we note St. Lucia vals to 

2/6, Samoa, Sarawak vals to $5, Seychelles with better, S. Leone vals to 2/-, 

Singapore to $5, South Africa with better seen, S. Rhodesia, Somaliland 

Protectorate to 1r, Tanganyika, Tonga, Transvaal with EDVII vals to £1, 

Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos, and Zululand etc, some useful 

duplication with condn generally good to fine with any faults being minor, 

Cat £12,500+ (100s)

£1,750 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

14 A British Commonwealth - Album with 'B' to 'C' countries only mint and used 

from earlies and including some covers and Postal Stationery items. Many 

hundreds with some better sets and values. Majority is pre 1962. Well 

worth a look

£130 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

17 S British Commonwealth, earlier QE2 period with 11 stamps mint and some 

U/M including £1 PNG 'specimen', Ascension 1960 2/6d to £1 and 

Seychelles 1r50 to 10r etc. Total Cat £198

£34 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

18 E British West Indies on 13 Hagner's of which 5 are Trinidad & Tobago. Very 

clean lot of circa 300 items. Mostly KGV to QE2, mint and used with the odd 

better value. Of note KG6 Montserrat to 5/- mint and 1/- used; Grenada 

KG6 2/- mint and used and 5/- mint; Dominica KG6  values to 2/6d and 10/- 

mint; T&T 35 Jubilee set mint, First QE2 set to $4.80 and later sets to $2.50. 

Looks good value. Includes Turks and other countries also.

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



35 A Foreign (Non Commonwealth) mint and used collection from 1925 to 1955 

or so in three green spring back binders. Laid out alphabetically and 

chronologically within each country / area. We estimate 2,500+ stamps 

across the three albums with little or no duplication. Good lot with generally 

sound stamps, no damaged items spotted. Good general collection of its 

type with minimal duplication.

£160 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

40 E Iceland, Finland and Turkey - selection of 34 different 'Europa' sets issued 

between 1960 and 1990, U/M on Hagner sheet. Cat £417

£40 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

41 A India & Pakistan - Large white three ring binder with quantity of stock 

pages, containing a duplicated mint and used stock with plenty of KGV and 

KG6 high values used and more modern commemorative issues to 1990's or 

so. Pakistan from KG6 onwards is about 50% of the content. Well over 2000 

stamps, good lot for postmark study or breaking. Huge cat value with a few 

QV issues seen.

£250 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

60 A Tidy mint & used collection in green stock book of Commonwealth "C" 

countries including Ceylon 1862-QEII with 1862 6d u, 1872-80 vals, 1888-90 

surcharges m & u, 1899-1900 vals to 75c m, EDVII vals to 75c m, KGV vals to 

2r m or u, KGVI vals to 5r including some perfs, QEII vals to 2r m, Christmas 

sets to $1 m, Cocos(keeling)Islands 1963-90 with much u/m, Cook Islands 

1892, 1893-1900 vals to 6d, 1919 vals to 1/- m, 1938 set to 3/- m, then 

strength in Cyprus 1880-1999, GB 1d reds mint optd, EDVII m & u, KGV m & 

u vals to 9pi, 1928 to 6pi m & u, KGVI vals to £1 u, 1955-60 vals to £1 m, 

1966-69 to £1 etc then a very good range of sets through to 1999 with sets 

to £1, much u/m, Cat £2,700+ (100s)

£200 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



61 B Tod,s Box with valuable assortment of C/W and Foreign better value items, 

sets, singles, some accredited forgeries. Noted early Egypt, interesting NZ, 

British Guiana 2c cotton reel forgery ,  Cyprus plate 187 used 1d red 

(unlisted), Morocco Ags SG170 block of four f/u cats £100 (x3), much more 

besides, a very interesting lot with finds to be had. Worthy of very close 

examination, ideal for reseller or advanced collector.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

£400 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

62 A Valuable collection in green stock book with Commonwealth "B" countries 

including Bahamas 1863-1967 with 1863-77 1d (wmk reversed), 1884-90 

vals to 6d u, EDVII vals to 2½d u, KGV m & u vals to 1/-, 1920 set to 1/- m, 

KGVI m & u vals to 5/-, QEII vals to 5/- etc, Bahrain, 1933-1940s with 1933-

37 vals to 1r, 1938-41 vals to 5r u, 1942-45 vals to 12a u, Barbados 1861-

1960s with QV vals to 1/- u, 1892-1903 vals to 10d m, 1905 to 2½d m, 1906 

vals to 1/- m & u, 1921-24 vals to 3/- m, KGVI m & u vals to 2/6 etc, 

Basutoland KGVI m vals to 1/- & QEII vals to 25c m etc and Bechuanaland 

with various overprints including 1888 vals to 1/- u, 1891-1904  vals to 1/- u, 

EDVII to 2½d m & u, KGV mint vals to 1/-, QEII m & u vals to 1/- condn 

generally good to fine, Cat £3,570+ (100s)

£260 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

65 A World selection of mint and u/m miniature sheets in black & red ring binder 

with countries from P-S, with better seen including Paraguay, Portugal with 

better, Philippines used, 1984 Olympic sheets, Romania, Russia, Solomon 

Islands, Sweden used, Suriname with better sheetlets, selection of 

Emergency Strike Post "Stroma", Sri Lanka, Singapore, St. Vincent etc, condn 

fair to fine, stc $800++ (100s)

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

66 A World selection of mint and u/m miniature sheets in black ring binder with 

countries from T-Z, with better seen including Tanzania, Thailand including 

2012 Queen Sirikit, Turks & Caicos, USA with better MSs & sheetlets, UAE, 

Yugoslavia etc, condn fair to fine, stc £850+ (100s)

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



68 A World selection of MSs and sheetlets in black ring binder, countries H-L mint 

used and u/m including Hungary, India, Jordan with better, Kiribati, 

Liechtenstein with better seen, Laos etc, condn fair to fine, stc £840+ (100s)

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

69 A World selection of MSs and sheetlets, countries M-N mint and u/m including 

Maldives, Madeira, Macau 1987 Shek Wan, Mauritius, Monaco with many 

better 1980s, Nicaragua 1983 Agrarian Reform set used in blocks of 20, NZ 

etc, condn fair to fine, stc £950+ (100s)

£90 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

113 A Blue 'WHS'  stock book with a Modern U/M collection of sets and miniature 

sheets, Cat £925

£180 ASCENSION

122 E 1930-32 x 4 Flight covers bearing KGV Heads and Kingsford Smith issues etc, 

1 being illustrated from Melbourne to England, Melbourne to Brisbane, 

Sydney to Melbourne and Brisbane to Melbourne all in good to fine condn

£65 AUSTRALIA

123 E 1930's to 1950's, a fine collection of 34 better covers, includes some FDC's 

and unusual routings and postmarks. View to appreciate.

£65 AUSTRALIA

125 E 1933 Flight cover to New Guinea from Canberra with red "By First Official 

Aerial Mail Australia, Papua New Guinea" cachet plus autographed by the 

pilot O. Denny bearing 3d Airmail stamp and KGV Head 1d in very good 

condition

£40 AUSTRALIA

126 E 1935 x 4 Internal Flight covers addressed to Adelaide, Darwin, Melbourne 

and Townsville, all in good condition all bearing KGV Head issues plus 2 

covers with additional 3d Airmail and 3d Victoria stamps

£45 AUSTRALIA

127 A 1937-1965 KGVI to QEII U/M collection in special 'Seven Seas' hinge-less 

printed album. Fairly complete for period including Robes (both types and 

pre-decimal Navigators (both papers). Good lot missing only £2 green. Has 

pages for KGV issues but no stamps. Good lot

£160 AUSTRALIA



130 E 23 covers, mostly KGVI period with WW2 interest (censor covers and armed 

forces cachets), Includes 3 x BCOF covers and many interesting postmarks. 

You need to look at this one!

£50 AUSTRALIA

132 E An accumulation of KGV Heads with mainly all lower values with scope of 

postmarks and varieties etc, condn mixed (100s)

£55 AUSTRALIA

134 A Blue spring back 'philatelic' album with a well annotated collection of KGV 

Heads issues, with many technical details regarding printers etc. Die types 

identified and some varieties are indicated. A well filled volume and a great 

information source for this specialist area. There are over 400 stamps 

mostly used but some mint seen. A very nice lot 

£140 AUSTRALIA

138 E Exceptional group of 50 covers, mainly from the 1930's period, including 

internal flights (including several first flight items) and some inbound 

material, a note states that 43 of these were purchased at Stampex in 1993 

for £400 and other items added subsequently. Never offered again until 

now, recommended viewing.

£300 AUSTRALIA

140 E Good lot of covers 1930's to 1960's including Australia/PNG mixed 

franking's, Various FDC including AIF, first flight covers, censor mail, special 

cancels, nice lot with much to research and well worth viewing, 47 items.

£110 AUSTRALIA

141 A Green two post binder with a KG6 collection with a well described mint and 

used collection with good ranges. Of note Robes set both papers mint and 

10/- specimen. BCOF set in mint blocks of four. Several imprint blocks and 

some varieties noted. A very well presented clean collection

£380 AUSTRALIA



142 B Hennessy Cognac box with a mainly U/M stock on cards and in packets, 

strength in KG6 to early QE2 period and includes some imprint blocks and 

other multiples. Must have several sets of the 1959-64 defins and at least 15 

of the 5/- Stockman. 1941 surcharges in blocks also plus other commems 

etc. Quality and freshness are excellent throughout. A few hundreds.

£90 AUSTRALIA

143 Including States - Blue 'Lighthouse' stock book with mint and used ranges of 

Australian states including better values e.g. Queensland 1882 2/- to £1 set 

used and with many items collected for postmark interest worthy of 

classification. Includes some Australia items to around 1940 or so including 

four basic sets of the Victoria Centenary issue  good used and with good 

postmark interest on KGV Heads and Kangaroo issues. Noted a small 

selection of Australian issues with Papua postmarks. Worthy of 

consideration 

£220 AUSTRALIA

145 E Interesting KGV accumulation on around a dozen cards or in packets. Mainly 

Kangaroo issues with 5/- x 5 used (SG42/42a types), 1/- sideways wmks x 2 

mint, £2 specimen x 2 and a few 1930's commems as well. A worthy lot

£140 AUSTRALIA

148 E King George VI duplicated mint (includes several U/M) stock lot on seven 

Hagner sheets. Includes some blocks, coil joins, imprints etc. Values to 10/- 

(robes) and £1 (SG224c). High cat value in four figures for sure, clean lot 

with potential for reseller.

£150 AUSTRALIA

149 A Large Prinz stock book with a highly duplicated U/M stock of issues including 

many sets. All pre-decimal including some KG6 issues and we note some coil 

pairs etc. Thousands of stamps and scope for resale.

£280 AUSTRALIA

150 E Large selection of Postage Dues mint and used with a few multiples, many 

U/M most identified by SG (not checked by us). A little duplication, several 

better values seen including 2 x D8 used, offered on circa 40 stock cards and 

we estimate over 250 stamps. Good lot with a massive cat value.

£350 AUSTRALIA



151 B Maroon Box with a large accumulation of material primarily KGV Heads and 

some Kangaroos and a postmark collection of one commemorative stamp. 

There are extensive ranges of varieties with detailed notes plus sections of 

perfins and some imprint blocks etc. Virtually all before 1936. Laid out on 

many album pages, with others sorted on cards. A few thousand stamps 

here and time with the relevant specialised catalogue will repay. We note a 

½d Kangaroo of 1913 Booklet Pane of 6 unlisted in SG, listed in ACSC etc. A 

fine lot for study, further research and continuation. Formed over 3 decades 

it will be many years before we see another similar collection we think. 

Lovely lot

£650 AUSTRALIA

152 E Mint & used selection on stock pages from 1913-50s including 1913 9d f/u, 

1915 vals to 2/- used, 1923-24 2/- SG74 (9), 1929-30 vals to 2/- used, 1931 

Airs mint, 1934 Victoria to 1/- used with both perfs u, 1936 S. Australia m & 

u, 1937-49 m & u vals to 10/-, 1948-56 to £2 used etc plus A.A.T m & u vals 

to 2/3, condn fair to fine, some duplication, Cat £1,800+ (300+)

£75 AUSTRALIA

153 E Packet with a lightly duplicated  accumulation of Official issues, either 

punctured or overprinted 'OS' includes values to 2/- and some 

commemorative types also. We counted over 80 mint and used items. 

Recommended viewing.

£120 AUSTRALIA

154 E Postage Dues, comprehensive stock of virtually all U/M or fine used, Type 

D7 and later. Duplicated and identified (unchecked by us) in circa 90 glassine 

bags. A genuine old time dealers stock which ahs not been offered since the 

1980's. 

£280 AUSTRALIA

155 E Presentation binder with collection to KG6 only, includes Roos 10/- to £2 

Specimen mint; 5/- Harbour Bridge CTO used; various 'OS' overprints and 

perforated values to 10/- (x2); other better values and KG6 to £1 fine used. 

Nice clean lot with better items. A couple of hundred and a very solid lot.

£300 AUSTRALIA



158 A Red peg fitting album. Mint collection (a few used) from1948 to circa 1965 

with many issues in blocks including U/M imprint blocks of four of the arms 

high values (SG224a/d), also includes some booklets of the period and 

annotated varieties. Overall very clean and presentable and ideal for 

continuation

£280 AUSTRALIA

170 S SGO73,  1918-1923, 4d violet perforated 'OS' lightly mounted mint. One 

blunt corner perf at lower right, Cat £120

£17 AUSTRALIA

171 B Shoebox' with heavily duplicated 1970-1973 period U/M stock with many 

sets in quantity. Considerable face value

£120 AUSTRALIA

172 B Small box with an extensive stock of primarily middle period issues mint, 

many U/m and also good / fine used. Noted imprint blocks, Robes to £1, 

SG168c block of 4 U/M, 1937 New South Wales set U/M including blocks of 

four, SG155 x10+ used examples (Cat £40 each), there is much else besides 

including Victoria state 5/- used and a few decimal high values U/M. Huge 

cat value and many surprises. A very solid offering of this better period, suit 

dealer / reseller.

£450 AUSTRALIA

174 E Three 1st Official Airmail covers from 1934 with Australia to NZ with Cachet 

and 6d Kingsford 6d & KGV 1d, 2nd cover to NSW with cachet plus 2d & 3d 

Victoria stamps (1929) 3d Air and Papua 2d & 6d, back stamped Port 

Moresby-Sydney and 3rd 1st Official Air Mail to England with cachet plus 2d 

New Guinea stamp 2d KGV and Kingsford 6d all 3 in good condition

£60 AUSTRALIA

176 S New South Wales, SG181, 5/- rose-lilac, Perf 11, a marginal mounted mint 

copy with ornate selvedge decoration. A couple of gum bends and sadly has 

a vertical slit at left. Nevertheless a scarce stamp, cat £350

£25 AUSTRALIAN STATES

177 E Postal History - 10 different items offered displayed on four album pages. 

Seven items from New South Wales and three from Queensland (includes an 

1864 envelope). Reserved at £5 an item for the lot which looks reasonable. 

Recommended viewing.

£40 AUSTRALIAN STATES



178 E Postal History, circa 40 items, covers and post cards and a few postal 

stationery pieces. A varied and interesting lot that looks very fairly reserved.

£50 AUSTRALIAN STATES

179 E Postal History, four very early items 1854/55 to the UK three from NSW , 

one from Victoria. Each with long family texts and interesting marks. An 

unusual and unique offering. Will write up really well when researched.

£75 AUSTRALIAN STATES

186 E 1983 - 2002 U/M commemorative collection on 10 very well filled stock 

card sides. We estimate circa 700 different stamps and a few mini sheets as 

well, nice condition, cat £1,400+. A very good run through of the period 

covered.

£70 AUSTRIA

187 E 1984-1994 U/M commemoratives in blocks of four on 10 stock page sides. 

Looks pretty comprehensive and has good run throughs. Total cat exceeds 

£2,400, fine condition, cheap reserve.

£140 AUSTRIA

188 S Astro-Hungarian Post Offices in the Turkish Empire 1883 22s Black & brown 

SG14, fine cds used with certificate of GENUINESS but with shallow thin, Cat 

£300

£30 AUSTRIA

193 S Venezia Giulia- 1918 stamps optd with 2k Blue, 3k Red and 4K Green, SG45-

7, fine mtd mint with 2 being expertised on reverse, Cat £1,850

£300 AUSTRIA

199 S 1882 1d Scarlet-vermilion in a good to fine used vertical pair, SG42, Perf.14, 

Cat £150

£30 BAHAMAS

205 E Queen Victoria collection only written up  on 4 album pages. 30 different 

stamps including some marked WMK varieties and minor variants as 

described. Interesting lot for study / expansion and high cat value.

£180 BAHAMAS

206 S SG152bba, 2d scarlet with the 'Short T in Two' variety, fine mtd mint,  

difficult item.

£55 BAHAMAS

211 E 1874-1974 small collection of 115 stamps plus a postcard and 1 Mini Sheet. 

Includes SG104/104a (missing hyphen) in pair, majority is pre 1952. STC 

£350

£36 BARBADOS



213 E An all mint selection on 6 Hagner pages from 1882 to KGVI with some 

duplication throughout including 1882-86 vals to 4d, 1892-1903 vals to 8d, 

1912-16 vals to 4d, 1916-19 vals to 1/-, 1921-24 vals to 1/-, 1925-35 vals to 

2/- including perfs, 1939 Assembly sets, 1959 to 60c etc, condn mixed in 

places, Cat £1,650+ (270+)

£120 BARBADOS

214 E Collection of Britannia issues on Hagner pages from 1852-1881 including 

1855-58 ½d & 1d, 1858 6d & 1/-, 1861-70 vals to 1/-, 1870-71 vals to 1/-, 

1875-81 with many vals to 1/-, with duplication, condn mixed but generally 

well above average, Cat £3,100+ (200+)

£200 BARBADOS

221 E 1936-1949 mint collection on large printed leaves. Includes Orval and 

Charity fund issues and special sheets, condition well above average for this 

period.

£150 BELGIUM

222 A Black leaved 64 page 'Lighthouse' stock book with slip case (black) with a 

1946 - 1957 duplicated dealers stock. 1946 Relief fund x 21, 1948 

Achel/Chevremont x 6, 1950 Memorial x 4, 1954 Beguinage x 6 (Cat 

£1200+), 1946 Patriots x 9. 1955 Scientists x31, 1955 Anti-TB x 26, 1956 Anti-

TB x 20, 1957 Cultural x 35 and 1957 Patton x 34. All U/M and mostly in 

blocks. Total Catalogue £9,452 based on Stamps of the World 2022 

according to vendor. Detailed list with the lot. Excellent value

£390 BELGIUM

223 E Early to 1930 or so only, modestly duplicated used collection. We counted 

435 stamps on 14 album pages including 47 imperforate types of 1863 

onwards. Good representation of issues and values, with higher cat seen. 

Variable condition as to be expected in a collection of this type but with 

many fine copies seen and shades noted. Cat value exceeds £5,000 

according to vendor and we consider this looks very probable. Nice lot for 

postmark study, filling gaps and / or continuation. Solid offering, with a 

good degree of identification of perfs etc. evident.

£250 BELGIUM



224 A Large green 'Prinz' stock book containing a collection from earlies to 1993 

mainly used and with duplication in several places. Better stamps and values 

can be picked and huge resale potential. Well over 2000 stamps in this one, 

fully catalogued a detailed list accompanies, total Cat £3,797

£375 BELGIUM

225 E Parcel stamps 1882 - 1903 on two very old printed album pages, cat £160+ 

mint and used, includes SGP88, 2F Buff very fine used, also half a dozen 

ordinary stamps 1869 onwards. 30+ stamps in all

£30 BELGIUM

231 E 1863-1970 mint & used collection on stock pages including QV vals to 1/- m, 

1883-1904 vals to 1/- m, 1906-10 to 4d m, 1910-25 to 1/- m, 1920-21 to 1/- 

m, 1922-34 vals to 1/- m, 1936-47 to 1/- m, KGVI vals to 5/- m & u, 1953-62 

m & u vals to 10/- etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,650+ (300+)

£120 BERMUDA

233 S 1880-94 with 1880 ½d & 4d, 1883-1904 to 1/- including ½d, 2d & 1/- shades, 

SG19-29b, good to fine mtd mint (13)

£36 BERMUDA

236 S 1902-10 with 2 sets including 1902-03 SG31-3 and 1906-10 SG34-42, good 

to fine mtd mint, Cat £205

£40 BERMUDA

243 S 1938-53 selection od Key plate values from 2/- to 5/- including SG116a & 

116c P.14, SG116e P.13, 2/6 SG117, 117b P.14, SG117d P.13 and 5/- SG118d 

P.14 & SG118g P.13, all good to fine cds used, Cat £250 (8)

£50 BERMUDA

245 E A selection of 1938-53 Key plates  with values from 2/- to £1, including 2/-

(3), 2/6(3), 5/-(3), 10/-(3), 12/6(2) and £1, all different with ID tags which 

seem correct, good to fine mint except 1 12/6 with gum faults, Cat £1,600 

(15)

£180 BERMUDA

247 E Selection of 23 stamps to 1910 only on two old printed album pages. 

Possibly includes possible SG6 (cat £1,000) shade dependant, if not cat £23. 

Primarily mint QV and dry dock types, 4 stamps are used, clean lot and 

worth viewing.

£40 BERMUDA



255 E 6 large A5 stock cards with over 100 items. Specialist lot being a study of 

postmarks on early (most 19th century) issues, High cat lot without the 

potential for scarce postmarks to be here. Worthy lot.

£240 BRAZIL

264 S 1982 African Animals (4th series) set to 75F, just missing the 85F value, 

SG1385/1396, 12 values fresh mounted mint, a very scarce set to locate, Cat 

£1,217 in stamps of the world!

£160 BURUNDI

267 E Hagner sheet containing 18 Triangles in mixed condition, half of which have 

2+ margins. Includes 3 x 1/-, 3 x 6d and 7 x 4d. Huge catalogue value, but 

reserved cheaply

£90 C.O.G.H.

270 S 1916 2c+1c Carmine red P.12x8 in fine mtd mint block of 4 of which 3 

stamps are u/m, Cat £160

£36 CANADA

271 S 1930-31 50c Blue and $1 Olive green (minor perf faults), SG302-3, mtd mint, 

Cat £270 (2)

£40 CANADA

273 S 1937-38 set to $1 with extra 10c shade, SG357-67 good to fine mtd mint (1c 

with faults), plus 6c Air SG371, Cat £205 (13)

£38 CANADA

277 E Imprint Blocks of four - SG433, 1951 $1 Fisherman (U/M) lower left corner 

block; SG331 5c Steamboat Plate 2 (U/M) upper right corner block; Finally 

SG332,  3c blue Jaques Cartier two different blocks U/M, one missing part of 

the selvedge, total cat as basic stamps is £268+, the price in cat for KGV is 

for mtd which these are not and plate blocks would be premium rated. 

Good lot

£50 CANADA

280 E QE2 definitives selection of specialised definitives, described, but some 

catalogue numbers have clearly changed. Prices marked in $ seem 

ambitious but study and classification will doubtless repay. Have a look

£42 CANADA

292 E Mainly mint collection on 3 Hagner pages with KGVI vals to 10/- with some 

perf variants, then QEII vals to £1 etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £530+

£75 CAYMAN ISLANDS

295 S SG284/1295, 2012 Marine Life (12v) set in U/M gutter pairs, cat £190++ £30 CAYMANS



296 S 1863-66 2d Ochre, SG51 sound used with a few ragged perfs otherwise ok, 

Cat £275

£30 CEYLON

297 S 1938-49 KGVI set to 5r with many perf variants and some watermarks, 

SG386-97a, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £400+ (26)

£60 CEYLON

298 S SG6, 6d Brown Imperf pair used, virtually no margins,  cat £280 £27 CEYLON

299 B White box with four black spring back albums with a duplicated collection of 

mainly used issues from 1854 to circa 1929. Much is 19th century and has a 

well written up semi specialised collection of postmarks Overall a great basis 

of this country with great potential for continuation and expansion. We 

estimate well over 1,000 stamps. Well described collection with much to 

interest. rarely seen in this quantity.

£380 CHILE

302 E 2000 New Year of the Dragon 80f and 2y80 set of 2 SG4466-67, both in u/m 

sheets of 32 in special Presentation folder, Cat £1,600

£180 CHINA

308 E Specialist lot of a few stamps and mainly covers on leaves, includes several 

larger 'Airmail' covers. We counted 44 different commercial covers with a 

variety of markings etc. Great for research and writing up, an exceptional lot 

formed over several years. Most items 1920's and 30's , 

£260 COLOMBIA

319 S 1925-29 Air set of 5 to 1k, SG224-8, mtd mint, Cat £350 £60 DENMARK

326 E Old printed album page with issues to 1903 only, 22 items all but two are 

mint.  Of note SG10 bisect mint (cat £225), SG17 + 19 mint; 1903-07 set of 

10 to 5/- mtd mint (cat £275), A decent lot which cats in excess of £550

£100 DOMINICA

329 S SG95/95i, 1935 Jubilee 1/- value fine used block of four, the upper right 

stamp has the listed 'Dash by turret' variety.  Nice positional block, cat 

£473, of which the variety is cat £425. Scarce thus

£175 DOMINICA

332 S 1888 5P Grey Postage Due, SGD70 in u/m condn, Cat £325 £60 EGYPT



333 A Duplicated U/M dealers stock in green stock book, , mostly 1950's to 1970's 

with many blocks of four and also miniature sheets in quantity. Excellent 

stock lot for breaking and STC £5,100+ by vendor, we consider this may be 

understated based on a sample check of some of the pages. Clean lot

£250 EGYPT

337 S 1954-62 short set to 10/-, SGG26-39, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £168 £32 FALKLAND DEPS

340 S SGG2/G2var, 1d Thick map value, lower marginal pair, showing part 

marginal inscription. Left hand stamp has a broken Antarctic Circle 80 

degree line above the d of 1d. In pair with normal and a fine reference 

piece. Unlisted but every bit as spectacular as the 'Gap in 80th parallel listed 

variety, which this is not. Worth checking if other examples exist!

£28 FALKLAND DEPS

342 S 1952 set to £1 (less 1/3), SG172-85 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £170 (13) £38 FALKLAND ISLANDS

344 E A QV to KGV mint & used selection of QV vals to 4d, EDVII and KGV vals to 

2½d m & u plus mint War Tax vals to 1/-, some shades noted, condn fair to 

fine (c54)

£50 FALKLAND ISLANDS

350 E 1975 - 2000 virtually complete U/M collection of sets including several 

booklets as issued, total cat £1,317

£130 FAROE ISLANDS

351 E 1975-2000 run through of sets etc. largely complete for period on pages 

removed from stock book, fine U/M, cat £1,045

£100 FAROE ISLANDS

352 B Skechers shoe box with First day Covers from 1975 - 2000 including some 

booklet panes. All fine, clean and unaddressed, stamps cat £1,223 as fine 

used. Very good lot.

£110 FAROE ISLANDS

357 S 1856-59 5k Blue, SG1 cds used with 4 margins, a couple of shallow thins but 

still very collectable of this scarce stamp, Cat £4,750

£250 FINLAND

362 S 1869, 5F Grey good used with red Paris cds, small thin and blunt top left 

corner, cat £1,200

£35 FRANCE

363 S 1869, 5F Grey good used without faults, has two neat cds cancels, cat 

£1,200

£110 FRANCE



364 S 1869, 5F Grey sound used without faults,  lozenge cancels, cat £1,200 £100 FRANCE

365 S 1869, 5F Grey used with central lozenge cancellation and red mark at upper 

left, has slightly blunt upper corner perf, cat £1,200

£50 FRANCE

367 S 1930 Sinking Fund 50c+25c Sepia, SG486 in a fine mtd mint marginal block 

of 3, Cat £150

£30 FRANCE

368 A 1930 to circa 2002, extensive mint and used stock in three large red 

volumes. Early period includes good ranges of 1930's commems, including a 

stuck down 1937 Pexip sheet. Then well filled with good ranges including 

several Red Cross Booklets and a selection of Airs and pre-cancels etc. 

Thousands of stamps with a high cat value

£230 FRANCE

373 S 1954 National Relief Fund set to 30f+10f, SG1215-20, fine mtd mint, Cat 

£225

£40 FRANCE

376 E 1958-1970 selection of Unmounted mint Imperforate issues and sets, cat 

450 Euros. 9 stamps in all

£42 FRANCE

378 A 1997 - 2006 or so 'Epreuves de lux' collection in large bulging black stock 

book. A few hundred and possibly complete or near complete for the period 

covered, which includes many 'Euro' denominated issues. Good opportunity 

to secure these items. A quick check of eBay sees that these sell at £5 - £8 

each and there are lots here. All in fine condition as originally collected and 

looks cheap!

£250 FRANCE

379 E A fine mint with some u/m selection of complete sets of National Relief 

Funds from years 1944, 1946, 1948 to 1953, 1955 & 1956 all on 2 Hagner 

pages, Cat £680+ (10 sets)

£70 FRANCE



381 A A thin stock book of all mint with many u/m selection from 1870s-1940s 

including 1876-85 vals to 1f, 1918 Red X, 1923-26 vals to 1f50, 1924 

Olympics, 1926-27 Orphan's Fund to 5f+1f, 1930 Labour Office, 1930-32 Air, 

1932-39 vals to 1f50, 1934 Dove of Peace & Cartier's Discovery, 1935-36 

Maiden Voyage, 1937 Museum, 1938-40 vals to 3f in blocks, 1941-42 vals to 

4f50, 1943 National Relief Fund etc, plus much more, clean lot, Cat £3,700+ 

(100s)

£275 FRANCE

382 S A used trio consisting of 1876 Peace & Commerce 5f (2) plus 1936 10f Green 

Flight issue, good to fine used but a few perf imperfection on P&P issues (3)

£34 FRANCE

386 A Maroon 'Edelweiss 16' stock book with a selection of Epreuves (Proofs) from 

the 1994 -2008 period with many Euro denominated issues from 2000's 

seen. There are over 200 different items in this lot and very attractively 

reserved we think. Very clean lot in good condition throughout.

£160 FRANCE

388 S SG1215/1220, 1954 National Relief Fund set good to fine used, four values 

with tidy circular postmarks, the 20f+7f and 25f+8f  with slogan postmarks. 

Cats £200

£20 FRANCE

390 S SG263, 1876 Peace & Commerce, 25c bistre on yellow, mint cat £500 £80 FRANCE

397 S Small selection on stock card including 1918 Red X, 1926-27 50c +10c mint, 

and 1f +25c and 1922 35c+25c+5c, condn mixed

£36 FRANCE

407 S Gabon - 1888 to 1889, Commerce (Type F French Colonies General issue) 

set, SG6/10 five values all being overprints / surcharges, four are used 

except one (SG9), which is mint. All 5 stamps in mixed condition and are 

highly catalogued at £12,500. Based on catalogue notes regarding reprints 

of these issues, SG 7 & 9 are definitely reprints (These cat £8,300). The 

remaining stamps are not obviously reprints based on SG catalogue criteria 

and have potential. Vendor has taken a cautious approach accordingly with 

the reserve.

£200 FRENCH COLONIES



408 A Large blue 64 sides 'Lighthouse' stock book with a somewhat sparse mint 

and used collection of mainly different stamps, we estimate between 500 

and 750 stamps with some better face values. Stamps from general colonies 

issues and then several different territories, with almost all being pre 

independence issues. Worth a look

£160 FRENCH COLONIES

410 E Reunion - SG195/197, France Libre Overprint on 4c, 75c and 5F values of the 

1907-1917 issue. Each value in a top right hand corner marginal block of 

four stamps. U/M with the typical tropicalised gum of the period associated 

with these issues. Rarely found in this format. Cat £325+

£90 FRENCH COLONIES

412 S SG153 and 156/61, KG6 mint values x 8, 2d and 1/- to 10/-, cat £160+ £28 GAMBIA

414 S ½d Bantam, Plate 3, U/M, Cat £240, has a crease £23 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

418 S SG15f, 1841 2d Blue (KJ) with 'Number 11 in Maltese Cross' cancel. 3+ 

margins just touching at 'K' square. Cat £850

£80 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

427 S SG5, 1840 2d blue pair (BB/BC),a virtually 4 margin pair, just touching at 'B' 

square' , each with a smudged black MX, cat £1850

£150 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

428 S SG7 1d red (K?) from Black plate 2, fine used, tidy black MX, 3 margins, cat 

£375

£32 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

429 S SG7, 1841 1d red (EG) from Black Plate 1b, good used black MX and 3+ 

margins, cat £375

£32 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

435 S SG9, 1d pale red-brown (worn plates), mint pair (AI/AJ), both stamps 3+ 

margins cut into at base, Cat £1,350+, cheap reserve

£36 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

436 S 1847-1854 Embossed basic set of three values used. A good looking lot the 

10d is three margins and the 1/- is almost 4 mgns, each with a reasonably 

unobtrusive cancellation. Total Cat £3,500

£350 GB QV EMBOSSED

437 S SG55, 1/- Green embossed, very good used pair, attractively reserved cat 

£2,000

£125 GB QV EMBOSSED



438 E 1855-57 and 1862-64 issues on album page, complete basic used sets 

identified by SG number. All sound to fine copies, 10 stamps in way better 

condition than usually seen, recommended viewing, Cat £3,100+

£350 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

439 S 1867-80 3d Rose Plate 5, SG103 mtd mint with some gum disturbance and 

centred low to left, Cat £525

£65 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

440 E 1875-1880 2 1/2d rosy mauve x 13 different plate numbers used, cat £1,175 

and a decent offering

£60 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

446 S SG110, 9d Straw (OE) wing margin example, fine used with 1872 Liverpool 

cds x 2. Good quality stamp, cat £350

£75 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

453 S SG129 (BC), £1 Brown lilac, a good used copy but it is thinned, cat £3,750 £450 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

458 S SG156, 1876 8d Orange (BE/BF) fine mint pair, fresh appearance and a 

scarce multiple, cat £3,700+

£500 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

459 S SG157, 2½d blue, Plate 23 mounted mint, cat £450 £80 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

461 S SG180, 5/- rose (JF) good used with 'Liverpool' registered oval postmark. Cat 

£250

£36 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

462 S SG183 (KH), 1883 10/- Ultramarine good used with parts of two registered 

oval postmarks. Cat £525

£44 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

463 S SG183a, Queen Victoria 10/- Pale Ultramarine (HG), very good to fine used 

with parts of two Charing Cross Registered oval cancelations. Cat £550 

£80 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

467 S SG192 4d Dull green (NC) with 'Throgmorton Avenue' CDS, slightly grubby 

appearance but much better than usually seen and with reasonable colour, 

cat £210

£12 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

471 S SG207, 5d dull purple & blue DUTY PLATE 1 (specialised SPEC K35) quite 

lightly mounted mint. Cat £800

£160 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

475 S SG211 1/- dull green Jubilee issue, fresh mounted mint with hinge 

remainder, cat £325

£60 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

479 S SG77, 3d pale carmine-rose (BJ) mounted mint, has two toned perf tips at 

base. Cat £2,700, Reserve looks very reasonable

£140 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED



480 S SG86, 1862 9d Bistre (RJ) mounted mint, good example of this awkward 

item, cat £5,800

£450 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

488 S SGO33, 1d Lilac Office of Works official in a used block of four. Very heavy 

smudged cancel, but this confirms provenance as overprint is clearly below 

the postmark. Cat £600++

£100 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

489 S Small selection of 10 used stamps on stockcard includes SG numbers 66, 70, 

80, 85, 92 and 117 and other variants / shades. Mostly sound used with the 

odd fault. Cat £930+ and attractively reserved.

£36 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

491 S 14th May 1843 Entire tied with imperf 1d red-brown letters KG fine used 

with  "4" in Maltese Cross cancel with 3½ margins, addressed to Kirkcaldy in 

good condn

£44 GB POSTAL HISTORY

493 S 1846 1d Red imperf four margins on cover to Liskeard. A little tired looking 

but also has a good 'Bodmin' transit mark and a very clear Liskeard arrival 

mark. 

£12 GB POSTAL HISTORY

495 S 1858 envelope with 2d Blue (JE), SG35 tied by Scottish numeral postmark to 

wrapper addressed to Edinburgh with a superb Linlithgow marking in blue 

on reverse. Has two light vertical ironed out filing creases Cats £200+ on 

cover

£28 GB POSTAL HISTORY

496 S 1864 small envelope from Winchester to Andover. 1d red (EK), plate 79 tied 

by Winchester duplex. Andover arrival mark on reverse.

£10 GB POSTAL HISTORY

497 S 1865, 1d Red (SB) tied by London duplex on small blue envelope to Llanrwst 

with receiving mark on reverse.

£10 GB POSTAL HISTORY

502 E Album page with the 1902 Definitive issue printed by De La Rue in used 

condition. 19 different values including the 2/6 to £1, these are all sound 

and the £1 in particular is an attractive copy with clear profile. Cat £2,000+

£350 GB KE7

506 S SG265, 1902 10/- Ultramarine Edward VII, fine Unmounted mint, cat £2,000 

and reserved well below usual dealer retail price

£525 GB KE7

507 S SG276, 2½d bright blue, 1911 Harrison printing U/M, cat £175 £32 GB KE7



513 E Royal Cypher issue mint - 30 stock cards with various mint values to 5d, 

includes 19 cards with control strips of three stamps and values to 2d, look 

to be mounted mint facially okay with some gum bends evident. Decent 

enough lot and cheap reserve

£40 GB KG5

514 S SG385A, 6d Purple, PERF 14, fine CDS used, curtailed corner perf at upper 

left, Cat £110.

£18 GB KG5

516 S SG397/398, 1913 ½d and 1d 'Multiple Cypher' watermark, U/M. Cat £600, 

usual dealer retail is circa £400, these are well centered with good perfs.

£225 GB KG5

517 S SG403, 1913 £1 Green seahorse (Waterlow) fine used with an indistinct cds 

postmark. A couple of reduced perfs, otherwise a nice looking stamp. Cat 

£1,400

£325 GB KG5

518 S SG413a/417, 1918-1919 Seahorses set of three printed by Bradbury 

Wilkinson, the 10/- value is lightly mounted mint, cat £960 (cheapest)

£250 GB KG5

519 S SG416, 5/- rose-red, Bradbury printing with crisp 'London F&O Parcel 

Section cds. Centered a little low but good colour and perfs for this issue. 

Cat £135

£26 GB KG5

523 S SG450, 2/6d brown re-engraved Seahorse, Lightly mounted mint, Cat £80 £14 GB KG5

524 S SG452, 1934 re-engraved 10/- Seahorse fresh mounted mint, cat £350 as 

mounted, nice stamp

£120 GB KG5

525 E A mint/u/m selection of KGVI low value Booklet panes on Hagner page 

including 1937-47 ½d Green SG462ab, 1½d Red-brown SG464b, 464bw, 

464d & SG464dw plus 1950-52 1½d Pale green SG505bw condn fair to fine 

with some usual trimmed perfs, Cat £700+  (9 Booklet panes)

£110 GB KG6

527 S SG476/478c, 1939-1948 High Values mounted mint set, cat £425 £80 GB KG6

535 E Phosphor commemorative issues 1962 - 1967 complete U/M on Lindner 

printed hinge-less album pages. Very clean, BB stamps current retail price is 

£120. Cheap reserve for these.

£75 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL



536 E QEII Castle High value sets mounted mint x 4 different sets, SG536/9  

(Waterlow), SG536a/539a (1st DLR), SG595/98 (2nd DLR) and SG595a/598a 

(Bradbury). Total catalogue of these is £1,055, an opportunity to acquire all 

four sets together.

£110 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

539 S SG536/539, 1955-1958 Castles printed by Waterlow, fine U/M, Cat £250 £75 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

542 S SG587/594, 1958 - 1961 Graphite's set of 8 U/M, 1½d has trimmed perfs at 

base otherwise fine, cat £110.

£10 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

550 E Post & Go strips of 6 for 'River Life' x 15 strips, all without inscription or 

value.

£40 GB QE2 DECIMAL

556 S SG928var, 1973 Cricket 3p value, a narrow stamp, circa 2-3mm less wide 

than normal due to mis-perforation, good variety with normal for 

comparison, fine U/M.  

£16 GB QE2 DECIMAL

558 S SGFD3A, 70p Thatching Booklet with selvedge at left, a few trimmed perfs 

on three of the lower stamps, cat £175

£16 GB QE2 DECIMAL

559 S SGFD4A, 70p Dry stone walling booklet with selvedge at left, perfs slightly 

curtailed on lower right hand corner stamp, otherwise fine, Cat £165

£26 GB QE2 DECIMAL

560 S SGFK68a, £1,25 Booklet 'Corrected rate' with selvedge at right, Cylinder 

Book, U/m, cat £125 (basic)

£24 GB QE2 DECIMAL

563 E SGLS5, Smilers sheet BB stamps retail is £160 £55 GB QE2 DECIMAL

565 S SGPM2, 2001 Submarines (6 x 1st) self-adhesive booklet. This is a fine U/M 

cylinder book, cat £70++

£12 GB QE2 DECIMAL

566 S SGY1664a, 1993, 2nd class bright blue with 1 Centre Band, Coil Leader from 

DLR 10,000 x 2nd class coil plus 15 stamps. Average to good perfs, 

improving up the strip. Only available from this source, with a very high cost 

just to remove a few stamps!

£10 GB QE2 DECIMAL

567 E Universal Mail International Postcard stamp booklets / strips. These were 

privately produced but postally valid throughout the Royal mail network. 

115 stamps valid for £2.20 each (International Postcard Rate), face £253

£110 GB QE2 DECIMAL



574 A 1962 - 1986 dual collected mint and used collection in five red ring binders. 

Fairly good coverage of the period including Phosphor issues and with circa 

£70 mint face value in the decimal issues plus the used as well. Includes 

1966 Xmas 'Missing T' variety in pair mint and used. Cleanly presented lot

£100 GB COLLECTIONS

576 E Album page with KGV and King George VI used items, includes 1929 PUC 

inverted wmk and sideways wmks sets, 1934 re-engraved Seahorses, 

Photogravure inverted and sideways wmks and KG6 1st issue wmk varieties 

including a decent looking 2d sideways (cat £40). A quite valuable page, cat 

circa £450+

£40 GB COLLECTIONS

580 E 12  Steven Scott 'Signed Official' covers. Nine of these are full set 

commemorative covers , the other three are commemorative 'football 

themed' covers signed by Kevin Keegan and Tom Finney (2 different covers). 

Other signatures include Wendy Craig, Katie Boyle, Magdi Yacoub, Craig 

Brown and Stephen Lewis (Blakey) on Buses FDC. Clean lot with a significant 

purchase cost new.

£40 GB FDC & COVERS

583 S 1964 Botanical Congress illustrated First day cover with Brighton FDI cancel 

and a typed address. Very clean.

£12 GB FDC & COVERS

615 S Jersey - 1971 4p value corner block of 8 stamps U/M. All stamps are 

'Missing Frame at right', unlisted as far as we can tell, must be scarce.

£80 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

626 S Cameroun - SGK19, 1900-1911 5m Carmine & black, superb used with 

'DUALA' cds on original piece, which has expertisation marks on reverse. 

Perfect in all respects, cat £800

£100 GERMAN COLONIES

627 E Folder with 5 Hagner pages, with 40 mint and used items including several 

Yacht 'types', Vendor says Cat £1,200 in 2022 Stamps of the World 

catalogue. Clean material

£90 GERMAN COLONIES

631 S Bavaria - SGO202, 1916 1m purple official fine used, cat £800 £100 GERMAN STATES

632 E Bavaria- An 1849-58 selection of values to 9k good to fine used with many 

shades, postmarks and many with 4 margins, high catalogue value (60+)

£90 GERMAN STATES



634 S 1872 Eagles (Type A)  vals to 5g and 18k, SG1-7 and SG9-13 including 

shades, condn mixed, Cat £2,000+ (11)

£100 GERMANY

635 S 1872 Eagles (Type B)  vals to 5g and 9k, SG17-22 and SG25 & 27 , condn 

mixed, Cat £1,000+ (8)

£50 GERMANY

637 S 1933 Air "Chicago World Exhibition Flight" of Graf Zeppelin set, SG510-12, 

good to fine used, Cat £1,200

£230 GERMANY

638 E 1933-1940 Hindenburg Combinations collection on 8 sleeved leaves. 

Includes se-tenant and tete-beche and gutter pairs with slogans. A varied 

and interesting lot of just over 100  mint items

£38 GERMANY

643 A Berlin- 1948-1989 good to fine used collection in sleeved black Lighthouse 

stock book, we note 1948 vals to 2m, 1949 vals to 80pf, 1949 UPU to 60pf, 

some Freedom Bell sets, 1952-53 Famous Berliners, with many sets through 

to 1989, condn fair to fine, Cat £3000+ (few 100s)

£140 GERMANY

645 E East - 1953 Karl Marx miniature sheets both perf and imperf U/M, cat £500 £65 GERMANY

648 E East Germany - 1949 to 1955 fine mint collection on album leaves, many 

good sets and 1950 Debria mini sheet etc. High cat value

£120 GERMANY

649 E East Germany - SGMS111a, 1953 Karl Marx Miniature sheets fine used. The 

sheet with four stamps is cto and has some gum tones on the back, not 

showing on the front at all and would likely disappear if the gum were 

properly removed. Both sheets with special postmarks. Cat £375

£40 GERMANY

650 A East Germany- 1949-1970 lightly mtd mint but mainly u/m collection of 

commems, defins and MS's housed in 2 large Lindner stock books, we note 

1950 Labour Day, W. Pieck to 2DM, 1951 Visit of Polish President, World 

Youth, 1953 Anniv of Marx set + 2 MS's1957 Memorial Fund MS's, 1959 

Animals just to mention a few with a high degree of completion including se-

tenant strips and sheetlets, Cat £2,960+ (100s)

£160 GERMANY



651 S East Germany- 1951 Friendship with China 24pf Carmine SGE44 in u/m 

block of 4, Cat £720

£65 GERMANY

652 S East Germany- 1954 Surcharge 20pf on 24pf (on SGE129) Scarce stamp in 

u/m condition, Cat £2750

£200 GERMANY

653 A East Germany- ranges of mint & used from Russian Zone to 1974, with 

many part sets and some complete sets, we note 1950 sets m & u, 1951 

Visit m, Friendship with China 12pf & 24pf m,, 1963 Space MSs, etc, condn 

mixed, Cat £1,800 (100s)

£80 GERMANY

655 A Mint & used collection in Davo album from 1872-1940s, we note 1872 10pf 

& 30pf m, 1874 2½k & 9k u, 18875-1880 with & without "E" in pfennig 

issues, 1900s vals to 5m u, 1924 Welfare Fund set u, 1928 Ebert & 

Hindenburg set u, 1933 vals to 40pf u, good range of 3rd Reich used, 1939 

stamps of Danzig to 2Rm on 2g m, 1934 Air set u, 1930s MS's m & u, then a 

range of German States including Baden, Bavaria, Hanover, Prussia, 

Wurttemberg etc, condn mixed, Cat £6,800+ (100s)

£340 GERMANY

662 A West Berlin- a mainly used collection in sleeved Davo album covering a few 

stamps from 1948 then many sets of commems and some Defins plus a few 

MS's, Cat £1,300, condn fair to fine (100s)

£80 GERMANY

664 E 1886-1960s mint & used with later u/m, we note QV vals to 2p & 6d, EDVII 

vals to 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6 with various wmks, KGVI vals to 10/- including 

some mint better perfs etc, 1953-59 vals to £1 used plus 1960s Omnibus 

sets u/m etc, condn fair to fine Cat £1,450+ (200+)

£85 GIBRALTAR

665 E 1953-59 definitives, SG145/158 fine mint on 2 album pages, then a further 

two pages with written up re-entries of the 6d (two different' shades) and 

two blocks of 8 of the 1/- value with the listed re-entry in two shades 

SG154a and Sg154ba. Nice lot, which cats 300+

£90 GIBRALTAR



672 E King George VI definitive issue fresh mint on three album pages, one each 

for Perf 14, Perf 13½ and Perf 13, not quite complete, but has many of the 

good stamps, No duplication and cat £1,467, nice lot.

£350 GIBRALTAR

673 A QV to QE2 mainly used collection in battered red spring back binder with  

80+ pages. Duplicated in places and definitely potential for shades and perfs 

to be extracted, well over 1,000 stamps and plenty of postmark interest 

between 1937 and 1965. Cat £2,147

£200 GIBRALTAR

674 E QV to QEII slightly duplicated selection on stock pages including 1889 opts 

used, 1889-96 vals to 2p m & u, 1898 vals to 4d m, EDVII vals to 1/- m & u, 

KGV vals to 2/- m & u, 1931-33 to 3d m & u, KGVI vals to 1/- m with better 

perfs noted etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £1,200+ (190+)

£70 GIBRALTAR

677 S SG145/158, 1953-1959 definitive set of 14 to £1 fresh mint, cat £190 £32 GIBRALTAR

678 S SG145/158, 1953-1959 definitive set to £1 mint, cat £190 £38 GIBRALTAR

685 S SG21a, 75c on 1/- mint displaying the '5 with short foot variety'. Cat £180 £36 GIBRALTAR

688 E SGMS1836, 2018 Christmas miniature Sheet U/M x 20, cat £380, face value 

£155

£38 GIBRALTAR

696 S 1930 Centenary of Independence to 50d (less 1d orange), good to fine mtd 

mint, Cat £200+

£36 GREECE

699 S SG1791A/1793A, 1988 Waterfall's set in U/M blocks of four, Cat £135+ £7 GREECE

704 S SG33/6, 1950 Polar Ship 'Gustav Holm' four values in this design mounted 

mint, cat £118

£15 GREENLAND

705 S SG158ad, 3d black-brown & olive fine used with the 'Extra Window and 

broken hand rail' flaw. Cat £275

£50 GRENADA

709 S 1875-90 1pf Deep green & rose, SG10 in a fine u/m corner marginal block of 

12, Cat £216

£45 HELIGOLAND



712 S 1875-90 2pfDeep rose & deep green, SG11 in an u/m bottom marginal block 

of 12 with a couple of reduced perf and a tone spot otherwise fine, Cat £216

£34 HELIGOLAND

715 S 1897 $1 on $2 Olive Green OFFICIAL, SGF10 good mtd mint, Cat £250 £60 HONG KONG

718 S 1962-73 set to $20 plus extra 30c, 50c and $5, SG196-210, fine mtd mint £32 HONG KONG

720 S 1980-1990 Stamp Duty revenues in 10 fine used pairs, values to $1200 

(approx. £100), Barefoot cat £141

£20 HONG KONG

721 A Green Schaubek 64 sides stock book with a mainly used collection, light 

duplication in places. QV to 1997 and then a few post handover stamps. 

Value in QV and KGV (includes $ values), KG6 to $10 and good coverage of 

QE2, ideal for collection or for re-seller, good quantity, STC £7,000

£500 HONG KONG

722 A QV through to QE2 mint and used collection on 'Vario' type pages in two 

blue 'Office Depot'  four ring binders. Plenty of sets and some light 

duplication. The cat value not calculated but will be decent. Clean lot with 

interesting KE7 and KGV, KG^ to $10 used and a few miniature sheets as 

well. A few Treaty Port cancels noted also. Laid out in random order so 

careful viewing recommended, there are in excess of 1,000 items so reserve 

is very reasonable

£100 HONG KONG

727 S SG56 and 58/60, 1900-1901 2c, 5c, 10c and 12c WMK Crown CA , mounted 

mint, cat £162

£30 HONG KONG

732 S 1958 Brussels Miniature Sheet x 16 copies U/M, cat £800 £50 HUNGARY

735 S A good to fine used selection of earlies on card including 1873 4sk (no gum) 

then a range spanning 1876-1900 with various vals to  40a some with 

different perfs, Cat £490+ (12)

£32 ICELAND

736 E Mostly Iceland plus a little Norway in two circulated club books, mint and 

used.  £1,600 cat value remains and very fairly reserved.

£65 ICELAND



737 E 1865 - 2011 primarily used collection in a small blue springback album. 740 

stamps on 28 pages, STC £720. Majority different and generally clean.

£60 INDIA

738 A 1902-1940 mint & used collection in green spring back album with 1902-11 

vals to 1r, 1906 mint, 1902-05 vals to 10r optd "O.H.M.S" plus some mint to 

10r, 1911-22 vals to 12a, 1912 opts "Service" to 2r, 1925 Officials mint to 

25r, EDVII used vals to 10r, then a good range of KGV and KGVI with m & u 

vals to 10r with opts "Service", Cat £1,350+, condn mixed in places but a 

good lot (100s)

£160 INDIA

739 A 64 Page blue 'Marini Clipper' stock book well filled with a duplicated mint 

and used accumulation from QV to circa 2000. There are circa 4,000 stamps 

in this lot, of which around 1,800 are QV to KG6 period. Lots to check and 

many shades and postmarks to classify. There are many sets and STC 

£2,000+ (likely a good deal more). Reserve is well under 4p a stamp.

£125 INDIA

741 E Edward VI to KG6 only mint and mostly used on circa 35 pages of various 

sizes. Values to 15r seen, a few hundred stamps overall with duplication. 

Includes some officials.

£50 INDIA

742 E Primarily Queen Victoria stamps on various pages with values to 5R spotted. 

Also a page of 19 postal stationery cut outs and various Feudatory States 

stamps mint and used on Hagner sheets. Several hundreds and some looks 

to have been collected for postmark interest. Well worthy of inspection. 

£100 INDIA

748 A  Heavily duplicated U/M stock of 1984 -1986 Commemorative issues in 

green stock book. Up to 50+ sets of some issues. Catalogue value exceeds 

£2,600 and would be ideal for approvals / resale. All in good condition. 

Cheap reserve on this.

£100 IRELAND

749 S 1922 Overprints, 23 items with values to 6d, all with varieties in the 

overprints, each with brief description on a number of two strip cards. 

Varies from minor to major flaws.

£60 IRELAND



753 A Blue 'Stanley Gibbons' Stock book well filled with duplicated definitive 

issues, 1982 values in quantity to £5 (51 of these!), many values 

represented fine U/M including many blocks and multiples, the cat value of 

just these stamps is £2,470. Thereafter the later issue to £5 mint and 

duplicated earlier definitive types also. Later Birds values with £1 value x 10 

and some odd postage dues. A substantial cat value here all in nice 

condition. Suit dealer or packet maker. Worth viewing to appreciate and 

cheaply reserved.

£140 IRELAND

756 S Italian P.O in Turkish Empire- 1874 2L Orange optd "Estero", SG9 good 

used, Cat £900

£135 ITALIAN COLONIES

757 E 1861 to 1933 advanced collection from first issues, mint and used, very high 

catalogue value. Over 400 stamps including good mint sets.

£310 ITALY

760 S 1901 50c Violet, SG70 mtd mint with light gum toning and centred low to 

right, Cat £950

£80 ITALY

761 S 1910 National Plebiscite set of 2, SG83-4, good to fine cds used, Cat £435 £50 ITALY

763 S 1949 75th Anniversary of UPU, 50L Blue, SG725, u/m, Cat £120 £30 ITALY

765 A Black Lighthouse stock book with matching slipcase. Contains an ex dealer 

stock of used republic issues from 1945 (SG647) to 1954 (SG879) with 

duplicated sets and singles and with many positions covered. Cat value 

exceeds £4,800. Vendor wishes to sell, suit dealer / trader or collector 

wanting to study postmarks.

£180 ITALY

767 E Fiscals and Revenues - Mostly used with many on piece, some mint, 

includes blocks etc. Much is 1960's/ 1970's period with various postmarks / 

cancellations. Not seen this sort of material before and although duplicated, 

will repay study. Close to 2000 stamps on 30+ Hagner pages (single and 

double sided). A most interesting lot for research and study.

£60 ITALY

768 S SG12, 1863 15c blue, fresh mounted mint, cat £3,000 and attractively 

reserved 

£70 ITALY



774 A An 1860 to 1976 highly duplicated collection of mainly used in large red 

Clipper stock book, we note 1860 vals to 1/-, 1870-73 vals to 1/-, 1883-97 to 

1/-, 1905-11 vals to 6d, 1912-20 vals to 1/-, 1919-21 vals to 1/-, 1921-29 

vals to 2/-, 1932 set, 1938-52 vals to 5/-, 1956-58 to 10/-, 1964-68 m & u 

vals to £1, 1969 Decimal Currency set to $2 on £1, 1970 to $2 m, etc plus 

many later sets including u/m, condn fair to fine with the odd fault here and 

there, Cat £2,590 (100s)

£150 JAMAICA

775 A An all good to fine mtd mint collection in brown stock book, we note 1870-

83 2/-, 1883-87 vals to 2/-, 1889-91 set, 1903-04, 1912-21 vals to 6d, good 

range of War Tax issues, 1919-21 vals to 1/-, 1921-29 vals to 1/-, 1923 Child 

Welfare, 1938-52 vals to 5/- with colours & perfs, 1956-58 to £1, 1962-63 

vals to £1 etc, duplication throughout, Cat £2,900+ (100s)

£275 JAMAICA

778 E QV to 1962, mint and mainly used on 7 Hagner sheets. Includes QV x 27 

used values to 6d; KG5 with Pictorial issue values to 2/- and 1932 set mint 

and used, 35 Jubilee mint and used. KG6 definitive set complete mint and 

used with some extras noted. 1945 Constitution set with better perf types. 

QE2 1st set  good used and later independence values to £1. Overall a clean 

offering of in excess of 260 stamps with many sets and top values. Light 

duplication. Must cat at least £550

£125 JAMAICA

784 E 1938-54 set to £1 SG131-150a including other values with better perfs, all 

good to fine mtd mint, Cat £550+ (28)

£70 KUT

785 E A selection of KGV commercial mail mainly addressed to UK and Germany, 

in fair to good condn with various nominations, interesting lot, PTSA £285 

(32 items)

£115 KUT

793 S SG280/289, 1944 anniversary of President's return to Office, set of 10 most 

including the Air Values are lightly mounted mint. The 12p50 blue has a 

small thin and 200p Postage has a minor tone spot, otherwise a very fresh 

set, which cats circa £300.

£22 LEBANON



796 E 1981 Birds, SG437/449, 13 values to 2M, missing the 5M top value, each 

value in U/M imperforate progressive colour proof pairs - there are six 

proofs per stamp including an imperforate pair of the stamp as issued, a 

total of 84 imperforate pairs in all. A brief check of the internet found single 

value proof sets at circa £30 and pairs significantly more. A complete set 

matching these and including the missing top value was priced at £1,500! 

vendor wishes to sell, so we think a very sensible reserve of 

£200 LESOTHO

799 E SG690/694, 1976 Libyan Birds, U/M sheets of 25 stamps IMPERFORATE. An 

internet search only returned the normal perforated set. The odd gum bend 

but decent condition and a good bird thematic item to display. Scarce in this 

format

£65 LIBYA

801 E 1965 - 1990 U/M selection of all different sets and a few miniature sheets 

on several pages removed from a stock book. Good condition and with 

many nice thematics, Cat £788 and cheap reserve.

£95 LIECHTENSTEIN

806 S 1935 International Relief Fund short set to 5f, SG324-36, fine mtd mint, Cat 

£345 (13)

£50 LUXEMBOURG

808 S 1957 Europa 3f Red & 4f Purple, SG627 & 628, fine mtd mint, Cat £280 £36 LUXEMBOURG

810 S SG609/611, 1956 Europa set fine mint x 3, cat £2,000+, very cheap reserve £50 LUXEMBOURG

812 S SGB4, 1987 Year of the Hare booklet U/M, cat £70 £26 MACAU

819 E States - 500+ stamps mint and used with minor duplication on 10 Hagner 

pages. Values to $5 seen. Vendor says unchecked for shades / perfs or 

wmks. Reserved at well under 10p a stamp

£40 MALAYA



821 E 1897 to 1954 mint and used accumulation on 5 Hagner pages. Includes 

Edward VII values to 1/- used; 1922 values to 5/- mint and 1926 'POSTAGE' 

values to 1/- used. 1926-27 values to 2/6d used. KG6 1938 set vals to 2/6d 

mint and 10/- used, self Govt values to 10/- mint and used. QE2 1956 values 

to 2/- used. Overall, clean lot of 210+ stamps with light duplication and 

several better / top values. Cat £500++ min

£110 MALTA

823 S 1935 ½d Silver Jubilee with "Short extra Flag Staff" variety, SG210b, good to 

fine cds used, Cat £150

£34 MALTA

826 S 1956-58 set to £1, SG266-82, fine mtd mint, Cat £130 £30 MALTA

827 A 1975   to 1997 Unmounted mint collection in three black 22 ring binders 

with printed pages and matching slip cases. We estimate 80% complete for 

the period. It does include a good number of the Europa issues in complete 

sheetlets as well as single stamps, these have a high retail cost. Many 

hundreds, a good basis for continuation / completion and the albums are in 

good condition. Cat value adds up also.

£100 MALTA

834 A 1858 - circa 1970 mint and used collection in green spring back album. QV 

to QEII with some postmark interest throughout. A few hundreds mostly 

different and clean throughout. STC £1400+

£110 MAURITIUS

842 S SG252/263, 1938 KG6 set to 10r mounted mint, 17 stamps includes a few 

shades, cat c£200+

£35 MAURITIUS

852 S SG363a/399a, 1976 Easter set, surcharge omitted. A scarce set see 

catalogue note, U/M

£42 MONTSERRAT

856 S SG85/96, 1954 Maps set U/M, the 32p blue (Cat £8.75) has a vertical crease, 

otherwise in very fine condition. Scarce set, Cats circa £260

£60 NEPAL

857 S 1852 set to 15c with additional 10c, SG1-3b, good to fine used with 4 small 

to large margins, Cat £368 (4)

£40 NETHERLANDS

862 S (French), SGF106, 1957 5f black, top value in set fine used £10 NEW HEBRIDES



864 E 1898-1909, accumulation on 13 Hagner sides, four of mint items (Cat 

£1,850) the remainder well ordered used ranges of the same period, a very 

useful lot.

£190 NEW ZEALAND

865 E 1940 Centenary issue, selection of U/M printer's imprint pairs from the 

bottom of the sheet. 3 x ½d, 9 x 1d, 1 x 1½dn 2 x 2d and 1 x 4d. All with 

different plate numbers below printers name. Nice clean lot. 16 pairs in 

total, reserved at under £4 each which is very cheap for these.

£46 NEW ZEALAND

873 E Scarce offering of 100+ mint postcards, mainly 1906-1920, fine condition £55 NEW ZEALAND

874 S SG346, 9d purple on thin hard 'Cowan' paper, mixed perfs, which are very 

raggy. Mounted mint,  a very scarce stamp, cat £1,500

£250 NEW ZEALAND

888 S 1857-64 3d Yellowish green SG3 fine 3 margins mint unused with no gum, 

very fine space filler, Cat £2,000

£100 NEWFOUNDLAND

908 A Red 'Simplex' spring back binder with a collection from forerunners (Lagos, 

Southern, Oil Rivers etc) to the early 1960's only. Mint and used with 

duplication in places and thus much postmark interest. Includes several 

better values   Good KGV and QE2 including sets and noted Biafra overprint 

set cat £200+, overall cat £6,491

£590 NIGERIA

911 E SAG133a, 1901 8c black & brown overprinted BRITISH PROTECTORATE fresh 

U/M sheet of 100, cat £350+

£50 NORTH BORNEO

914 S SG1/7, 10/12 and 14, KGV 1925 issue ½d to 8d 1/- to 2/6d and 5/- all good 

to fine used circular postmarks, cat £148

£34 NORTHERN RHODESIA

924 S 1935 Silver Jubilee six mint sets on card for Cyprus, Leewards, Malta, Straits 

Mauritius and Morocco (Spanish), cat £165

£32 OMNIBUS

929 E A small group of Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee sets with Antigua m, 

Ascension m, Bechuanaland u, Br. Solomon Islands m, Gold Coast m and  

Mauritius m, Cat £200+ (6 sets)

£38 OMNIBUS



932 E Winston Churchill - 1965 to 1967, 132 of the issued stamps all in the Crown 

Colonies standard design Unmounted Mint, 33 different sets on three 

Hagner sheets including BAT, HK etc. Good cat value on these.

£60 OMNIBUS

936 E Superior offering on approx. 40 pages. Items from 1876 defins onwards with 

many high values and good ranges of the later issues. A well organised 

collection ideal for continuation, many hundreds. We recommend viewing.

£410 PERSIA

937 S SGMS1462, 1978 Capex miniature sheets x 2, same designs, but one is Perf 

(Blue background), the other is Imperf (with green background). Cat £65+, 

fine U/M

£16 PHILIPPINES

952 E Envelope with a mint stock 1952 to circa 1970 with duplication including the 

better sets. View to appreciate

£42 PNG

955 E SG1177/1180 +1k's, 2007 Personalised Orchid stamps in sheets of 20 U/M, 

85t x11, 3.35k x6, 5.35k x 6 and 1k x 2, total SG Cat is £2,211

£55 PNG

964 E Including Colonies - 1853-1936 extensive collection from classics on printed 

leaves. Mint and used, several hundreds with better items, well worth 

viewing.

£150 PORTUGAL

966 B Brown 'shoebox sized carton with 400+ cards, mostly pre 1925, worldwide 

with many from Africa, USA, Asia including several Japan. Great variety of 

themes and some early types which may appeal to postal historians. Good 

commercial lot

£180 POSTCARDS

967 S SG27/37, 1961 set (11v) very lightly mounted mint. An awkward set, cat 

£130

£22 QATAR

968 S SG43/47, 1964 President Kennedy overprint set very lightly mounted mint, 

cat £65+

£10 QATAR

973 S SG10, £1 deep blue fine used, cancelled by  a 'LOMOGUNDI' cds cancel. This 

is a scarce postmark and reserved accordingly. Nice stamp

£70 RHODESIA

975 S SG26, 1892-94 4/- grey-black & vermilion lightly mounted mint. One short 

perf at top otherwise fine, cat £80

£19 RHODESIA



976 S SG491, 3c Roan Antelope, Lower left corner marginal plate & traffic light 

block of four. U/M, 'Black printing doubled'. Nice positional item.

£20 RHODESIA

982 A 1955 - 1969 mint and primarily used collection in a large tan stock book. We 

estimate 1,800 or so stamps with only light duplication and several sets. 

Decent lot for expansion.

£75 RUSSIA

983 A 1967-1994 mint & mostly used collection in 64 page maroon 'Prophila' stock 

book with matching dust cover. Also includes 22 pages of unchecked earlier 

material including many shield types with some annotations to check. Well 

over 1,000+ stamps, just the modern period cat £500+ (2008 catalogue so 

historic!). Interesting lot which may reward study and identification of the 

earlies.

£110 RUSSIA

984 E 1980's period  fine used cto with plenty of sets including blocks and se-

tenants, virtually all different and possibly near complete for period. Several 

hundreds in an A5 presentation binder, useful lot

£30 RUSSIA

994 S 1938-49 complete set of 25 values to 5Rupees, SG135-49, good to fine mtd 

mint, Cat £550

£100 SEYCHELLES

995 S 1938-49 selection of 17 values of which all are u/m including 6c Green, 6c 

orange, 9c scarlet, 12c reddish violet, 20c blue, 25c brown-ochre, 30c 

carmine & blue, 50c bright lilac, 75c slate-blue, 75c slate-lilac, 

1r50ultramarine, 2r25 olive & 5r red, Cat £600 (17)

£120 SEYCHELLES

999 A A 1948 to 1995 ex-dealers stock of good to fine used in large tatty red 

Lighthouse stock book with many sets and duplication with many values to 

$10, condn fair to fine PTSA £1,000+ (100s)

£100 SINGAPORE



1008 A 1901-2000 two volume mint and used collection in blue 'Lighthouse' 

albums. Well written up with many se-tenant pairs and some multiples. 

Second volume includes Homelands issues and some booklets. Includes 

1010-24 issue 5/- mint and values to 10/- used. Later defs with se-tenant 

pair values to 10/- across the various issues, includes some shades and wmk 

varieties. There are many fine used pairs and good coverage of the Republic 

period issues post 1961. Deserves close examination. Excellent lot for 

completion / expansion.

£425 SOUTH AFRICA

1009 A 1910 - 1960 mainly used collection in red spring back binder with circa 100 

pages. Duplication throughout and with many se-tenant blocks and strips 

including higher face values. 35 Jubilee 3d pair mint with 'cracked skull' flaw 

and much to study with a few other varieties indicated. A substantial 

offering with potential to reward study, cat £4794

£400 SOUTH AFRICA

1031 S 1930 11th International Railway Congress, Madrid 10P Brown (top value), 

lightly mtd mint fine appearance but some light toning on reverse, Cat £750

£85 SPAIN

1041 S 1905-18 short set to 1/- with some shades, SG12-20, good to fine mtd mint, 

Cat £198

£40 ST. KITTS-NEVIS

1052 A 1855 to 1994 used collection in a Davo printed album. Many nice cancels in 

the earlier periods and better stamps seen. Generally good quality and cats 

£5000+, detailed calculation with the lot. Very cheap reserve for this

£350 SWEDEN

1053 A 1858-1966 Large green 'Lighthouse' stock book with a fine used stock, 

accurately arranged and identified. There are over 5,000 stamps including 

better items and varieties etc. Must be a huge catalogue value. Good lot for 

postmark collector / dealer.

£170 SWEDEN

1057 B Grey 'Bankers Box' with thousands of mint postal stationaries. All appear to 

be WWII Military issues in quantity, a most surprising stock in fine original 

condition.

£90 SWEDEN



1059 E Mint and used collection on circa 70 pages, well over 2,000 stamps and STC 

circa £3,000+. Clean lot and with many good run throughs to the early 

1980's. Excellent basis for a one country collection and reserved at  4% cat 

value!

£110 SWEDEN

1064 A 1870 - 1938, mint and used collection in a tan coloured printed 'Lindner' 22 

ring binder. Very nice with better items throughout, 1936 Pro Patria mini 

sheet used has certificate; MS404a is U/M; MSJ99a (cat £550) fine Used cto 

with special cancel; several other mini sheets and 1945 Peace set mint. 

Overall a good collection for continuation and cat £8117 (full detailed list 

with lot) Recommended viewing.

£600 SWITZERLAND

1065 A 1900-1960 Good to fine used dealers priced black Lighthouse Stock book 

with all stamps identified and priced very reasonably. Total cat value 

exceeds £4,000 of which Pro Juventute is £1,600+ and Pro Patria is £600+. 

No duplication this is a nice lot with much in very fine condition, 

recommended viewing to appreciate. Cheap reserve.

£190 SWITZERLAND

1066 E 1907 - 1962 generally fine used mostly different collection on 15 stock page 

sides.  Includes several good items and a reasonable 10F Pax stamp, this 

section catalogues £2,350, thereafter Pro-Juventute issues 1913 - 1962 

virtually complete (Cat £1,328) and finally a comprehensive Pro Patria 

section 1938 - 1960 (cat £597). Clean material and well worth viewing. Total 

Cat exceeds £4,200.

£270 SWITZERLAND

1067 E 1907 -1970 collection mint and used with many better stamps in the 

1920's/30's. Airs, 1945 Pax set  fine used  (Cat £1,300 alone) and some 

miniature sheets throughout. A few hundreds, nice lot.

£420 SWITZERLAND

1068 E 1910 William Tell types, U/M complete sheet of 5c purple / 10c green strips 

with se-tenant combinations. Sheet of 99 stamps with both side selvedge's 

folded otherwise fresh as issued. Most interesting and rarely seen thus.

£34 SWITZERLAND



1069 E 1913 to 1962 Pro-Juventute sets good to fine used, majority with circular 

postmarks. 49 different sets and looks complete for the period (No Mini 

Sheets). Offered on two double sided Hagner sheets and includes all of the 

highly rated earlier issues. Clean lot with all issues identified between SGJ1 

and SGJ196. Total catalogue exceeds £1,950

£150 SWITZERLAND

1071 E 1938 to 1960 Pro Patria issues good to fine used on Hagner page, majority 

with circular postmarks and largely complete for period. 23 sets plus the 

redrawn 1940 stamp. Clean lot, total cat value exceeds £580

£46 SWITZERLAND

1073 B Flat carton containing a green stock book and three glassines with part stock 

book pages with a duplicated used stock of the 'Standing Helvetia' types of 

1882 - 1907. Everything is laid out and identified by Zumstein numbers, 

generally in chronological order. Many fine used copies and stamps cat up 

to £500 each seen. Total catalogue advised by vendor is £27,500, which 

does not seem at all unreasonable. One to view, ideal for breaking, very 

cheap reserve is under 4% of cat value.

£900 SWITZERLAND

1074 A Green stock book with a duplicated used stock of Pro Patria and Pro 

Juventute sets. Pro Patria issues to 1957 only, Pro Juventute issues to 1926. 

Many cds stamps, total cat value is £4,900+. Good lot for dealer / reseller

£225 SWITZERLAND

1075 E Pro Juventute 1913 -1986, Mint, MNH and used on 6 Vario sheets, circa 560 

stamps in generally fine condition. Early issues include J2 (small tear), J5, J8, 

J19, J27 etc. Cat £470 in 2010 cat

£50 SWITZERLAND

1076 S SG285a, 1914-23 15c purple/buff Tete beche pair fine used with double ring 

cds. Cat £250

£38 SWITZERLAND

1077 S SG331b, 1940 1f 50 blue and greenish-blue, chalky paper and with smooth 

gum, very fine cds used. Has a  small thin but scarce stamp which cats 

£1,000

£36 SWITZERLAND

1078 S SG459, 1945 peace 10f fine used, cat £170 £34 SWITZERLAND



1079 S SG47/459, 1945 Peace set (13v), all fine used cds copies, except 1F value, 

which appears to be U/M. Cat £1,300

£150 SWITZERLAND

1080 E Stock page with early Pro Juventute sets , 1913 to 1923 (missing 1916) SG J1 

to J27 inclusive (missing J3/J5). Total cat £666 and many are cds used. Had 

been priced to sell at £225, cheap reserve and good quality

£90 SWITZERLAND

1085 A Earlies to mid 1960's mint and used collection in a well filled red spring back 

binder. Some minor duplication in pages and we estimate over 100 pages 

and likely 1,500 or so stamps. Has been fully catalogued (calculations with 

lot) and total cat is £5,114

£400 SYRIA

1086 S MS661a, 1958 Damascus International Fair miniature sheet fine U/M, cat 

£225

£55 SYRIA

1103 S SG57, lower right hand corner block of 12 (6 x 2) mint, looks impressive, 

very slight ageing to gum, cat £204

£36 TONGA

1116 S Trinidad & Tobago, SG213 & 215, KGV 5/- and £1 values fine mounted mint 

(the £1 quite lightly so) cat £255

£75 TRINIDAD

1117 A A fine mint & used collection in red springback album including 1913-23 vals 

to 1/- including shades etc, good selection of "War Tax" issues including 

mint-u/m blocks, 1922-28 m & u vals to 5/-, 1938 vals to 72c including perfs 

used, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, KGVI to $1.20 used, then a good mint & used 

selection of Postage Dues to 1/- (290+)

£80 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1119 E SG246/256, 1938-1944 KG6 set fine mint, includes the listed shade of the 

12c value. Also additional mint blocks of 6 of the 8c and 12c values on 

reverse of the page. Total Cat £219+

£40 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1122 E 1980's and 1990's sets including definitives many in gutter pairs U/M on 11 

stock cards.

£75 TRISTAN DA CUNHA

1123 E 2000 to 2015 selection of sets and probably a dozen  miniature sheets / 

sheetlets, including values to £5. Good period with some nice thematic 

subjects and all fine U/M on four well filled stock page sides. Cat £380

£90 TRISTAN DA CUNHA



1127 E SG818/832, 850/859 and 866/870, 2005 and 2006 Islands series of six sets 

in strips of 5 stamps x 3 sets of each (18 sets total), U/M cat £162

£32 TRISTAN DA CUNHA

1138 B  Chocolate Box covered in flowers with An interesting lot of covers and 

postal stationery with majority before 1950.  Approx 90 items including an 

1860 cover; A battered 1928 Zeppelin cover; range of post cards, Canal Zone 

and Philippines items noted. One to view.

£150 USA

1139 S 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 50c Green, SG297 good used, Cat £225 £40 USA

1140 S 1912 Parcel Post 20c Red, SGP430, lightly mtd mint, Cat £150 £30 USA

1154 E Small envelope of Postal History.  32 items several being 19th century, the 

latest dated 1929, most are pre 1920. Good variety and many interesting 

markings and annotations noted. 

£65 USA

1155 A 1929 to 1960's very fine used collection in a special printed hinge less album 

of Italian origin. Virtually complete with many complete sets and top values. 

Includes Express and Air issues the latter complete for the period including 

the good 1949 - 53 period. We note the 1952 centenary mini sheet as well. 

Very nice collection with very few gaps, viewing recommended, cat £3,164.

£400 VATICAN

1165 E Rhodesia- 1913 1d and 1½d selection of used c700 stamps on Hagner pages 

with scope for postmarks, condn mixed (c700)

£65 WHOLESALE

1166 E South Vietnam - 1968 Butterfly postage dues SGSD312 x 90 and SGSD313 

x100 all Unmounted mint, cat £785

£34 WHOLESALE


